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the most significant change in this release of patched is a new configuration option for "detect new
databases". this option will check if data in an existing database has been modified since the last

version of patched was executed. when this option is set to "true" patched will automatically add a
record in the database that it is checking. this record contains the name of the database with which
patched is checking and the date and time in gmt at which the latest version of the data from the

database was generated. the records will be added after a certain time is passed, depending on the
database and how often patched checks the database. if the "detect new databases" option is set to

"false" it will simply add a record in the database that patched is checking and will not be able to
delete the records when you remove patched. the default configuration of "detect new databases" is

set to "false". detect new databases: false as a suggestion, patched can be configured to only check a
certain set of databases for changes. one example would be the databases used by your employees.

the configuration file then looks something like this: patchconfig = { autodetectiontestdbs: none, dbs:
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[ "userdb1", "userdb2", "userdb3", ], } this will only check "userdb1", "userdb2" and "userdb3". if you
also want to be notified when a database has been updated, then the following configuration entry can
be added to the configuration file: a limitation that patched has is that it will only be notified when the

data is changed from the original version of the data that the last version of patched was executed.
this means that patched will be notified when a column of a row has been changed. if you want

patched to be notified when the entire row has been changed, you have to send the changes to the
server yourself.
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